
Belnorth FC Community Feedback August 2022

Belnorth FC surveyed our club’s members on their experience with Dribl via a feedback form. We
have summarised their responses to these questions below.

As a player/parent, how do you find navigating Dribl to find fixtures, results and
other information?

The UX of capital.dribl.com is horrendous. It is very difficult to navigate via a desktop or
mobile browser. Members shouldn’t have to download the app and follow teams to
improve their experience.

See the below screenshots from a desktop browser. The dropdowns for competitions and
leagues have truncated lists with overly small text.

Switching between a team’s fixtures, results and ladder are painfully tricky, with users
having to repeatedly start the awful Dribl dropdown experience to achieve the simple task
of keeping tabs on the same teams.

A similar issue exists within the Dribl app when following a team and looking at their
matches. There should be the ability to seamlessly switch to the competition ladder via a
tab, rather than having to follow a league as well.



Game Day wasn’t perfect, but they managed a much easier navigation experience via their
website, as shown in the screenshot below. A similar arrangement of competitions is
suggested and be gone with dropdowns.

There was some criticism of how the map functionality works. The map pop-up doesn’t
display on the website version, needing individuals to choose the map link, which is hidden
in the bottom right corner.

There was also frustration with wanting specific field location guidance, e.g. 103 vs 101.
Giving clubs the ability to submit specific map coordinates for individual fields may be an
option.

Is there anything that is missing from your Dribl experience?

● Ability to filter by team on the Website version, allowing an agenda view of fixtures.
● Maps of specific fields, not just grounds.
● Ability to save filters in the App version.
● Display of scorers and other match details in the junior community leagues.
● Ability to access match centre on the App.
● Consistency with match updates notification emails. E.g. not always sent.

Are there any improvements or feature requests you suggest to improve your
experience?

● ‘Add to calendar’ functionality, e.g. iCal/google calendar links
● Ability to opt-in and out of email notifications.
● Make a help link available within the Mobile App.
● Give all clubs the ability to add their website address to the directory

capital.dribl.com/clubs/.

https://capital.dribl.com/clubs/


As a coach or manager, how do you find completing teamsheets before, during and
after game day?

Areas of frustration:

● Some players disappeared from teams earlier in the season.
● Some recorders are unable to record match details.
● Some teamsheet actions are not obvious, e.g. adding jersey numbers.
● Adding goalscorers is fiddly.
● Having a select-all option for availability would be nice.
● Ability to borrow multiple players at once within the mobile app.
● Not all clubs have provided guidance or access for coaches/managers.
● App freezes every so often.
● Annoying having to confirm the opposition team.
● Inability to borrow players after the scheduled start time.
● The O45/55 teams are not as technologically savvy. The option of paper

teamsheets was suggested so as not to be discriminatory.

As a Game Leader/referee, how did you find using the Dribl for teamsheets?

● Junior Game Leaders and referees often don’t have email addresses, making
creating accounts difficult.

● Half the club’s GL/referees with accounts are not in the correct group to be
allocated to games.

● Not every junior referee has a smartphone. Seen as an equity issue.
● Concerns with managers entering scores and other match details without consulting

the referee at the end of the game. The previous system of signing the match sheet
at the end of the game forced both teams and the referee to confirm all the details
together. Recreating that with Dribl, whether it is by digital signature or a code from
the referee, maybe a solution.

What is your experience with Dribl as a committee member?

Simple things like making Competition filter options alphabetical rather than in a random
order (see below). Saving filters and even automating exports of filters weekly would be
appreciated.



Conclusion

Simply Dribl needs to hire a UX developer. If they already have one, they must replace the
UX developer with a capable one.

Promoting the Dribl App on capital.dribl.com would be helpful for those wanting that
functionality. However, the ability to look at competition information anonymously via an
optimised experience on capital.dribl.com should be a priority.

The concern with young referees and their access to email accounts, the administrative
allocation issues and the need for a mobile device is a problem. A suggestion would be,
just like cricket, you have scorers ("recorder" in Dribl terminology) from each team for
junior games, then the ability for digital signatures or codes at the end of the game from
the referee. Teams already have the functionality to do this except for the forced
confirmation step at the end.

Dribl has made it too easy for all parties involved in a match to disengage. Respect for
referees, as you know, is an issue, so this disengagement at games isn’t helpful.


